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Abstract—Soil surface roughness (SSR) plays an important role
in the physical and hydrological processes of soil surfaces. In order
to achieve nondestructive, fast, and large area measurement of SSR,
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) photogrammetry method was used
to take digital images at the altitude of 10 m on three plots and
generated the digital elevation model for calculating SSR. From the
results of UAV-based SSR, the following conclusions were obtained.
First, the domain of soil surface height was consistent with the de-
signed height of the three plots: smooth (all pixels:−5.5–6.5 cm and
80% pixels: −2.3–2.3 cm) < medium (all pixels: −8.5–8.5 cm and
80% pixels: −3.4–3.4 cm) < rough (all pixels: −16.0–13.0 cm and
80% pixels: −6.8–6.8 cm). Second, UAV-based SSR can represent
their differences among the three plots, indicated by a consistent
root-mean-square height (rmsh) and correlation length (cl) with
the pin-profiler results. Third, UAV-based SSR results can reveal
the anisotropy of SSR, and for the medium plot, the maximum
variation of rmsh and cl with observed azimuth angle is 0.77 cm
and 14.35 cm, respectively. The UAV-based SSR method has the
advantages of low cost, high efficiency, and all-directional measure-
ment, and can be used in remote sensing model and hydrological
simulation.

Index Terms—Correlation length, photogrammetry, root-mean-
square height, soil surface roughness (SSR), unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV).

I. INTRODUCTION

SOIL surface roughness (SSR) participates in surface physi-
cal and hydrological processes. It is an important index for

describing the status of soil surface height and plays an important
role in many processes, such as infiltration, runoff, detachment
of soil due to water or wind, gas exchange, evaporation, and heat
flux [1], [2]. SSR can not only represent the fluctuation degree of
the soil surface but also is an important factor in remote sensing
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(optical and microwave) research. It can quantify the influence
of the surface state on electromagnetic wave signal and then can
be used to analyze the observation accuracy of reflectivity and
radar backscattering coefficient [3], [6].

The methods of measuring SSR are mainly divided into
contact type and noncontact type [7]. Contact methods include
the pin-profiler method and chain method; noncontact methods
include laser scanning, photogrammetry, and ultrasound [8]–
[10]. Among them, the pin-profiler method has the advantages
of easy operation and low cost, but it also has the disadvantages
of destroying the surface state and limited representation. For
example, the pin-profiler method was used to measure the SSR of
the study area only from the direction perpendicular and parallel
to the ridge. Moreover, the distance between the pins affects the
measurement accuracy of SSR [11]. Laser scanning and ultra-
sonic measurement can obtain the highest accuracy results, but it
is difficult to achieve large-scale observation because of the high
requirements for the external environment. Ground photogram-
metry can also obtain high-precision roughness parameters but
limited by the photographic position, which can only measure
small areas [12], [13]. For example, Gilliot et al. [14] used a
camera to obtain point clouds in the range of 54 cm × 44 cm;
Tao et al. [6] obtained point clouds in a circular area with a
diameter of 92 cm. To obtain approximately 90% accuracy for
the SSR, the length of the measured segment should be at least
40cl long and 200cl long, where cl is the mean surface correlation
length [2], [4]. It can be found that the current SSR measurement
methods may damage the soil surface, and the representativeness
is limited. In order to solve the above problems and obtain
a large area of high-precision soil surface height, unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV) photogrammetry provides a new idea for
the measurement of SSR. The new method tackles the main
limitations of the traditional methods, while the UAV can get
SSR of the large area and many directions same with the ridge
or different from the ridge on the surface. Moreover, some results
have proved that the difference of digital surface model (DSM)
between the UAV and terrestrial laser scanning was under±1 cm
[15], [16].

With the development of UAV, it is possible to obtain surface
height [such as the surface slope, digital orthophoto map (DOM),
DSM, and digital elevation model (DEM)] with horizontal reso-
lution at millimeter or centimeter level [14]. UAV photogramme-
try can acquire larger area and more directions of the SSR, and
at the same time, can get the 3-D information of the soil surface,
which is more accurate and comprehensive than the pin-profiler
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method and ground photogrammetry [10], [14]. Meanwhile,
extract the slope of the soil surface from DEM, which is of great
significance to the study of water infiltration, runoff, and so on
[1]. Although UAV photogrammetry has the above advantages,
there are also some problems (limited endurance and unstable
positioning accuracy). Through flight experiments, this study
analyzed whether the accuracy of UAV-based SSR can meet the
application of remote sensing, hydrology, and soil erosion.

In this article, we focus on calculating the SSR of the farmland
based on the UAV photogrammetry method. To achieve this
objective, we used the UAV to take high spatial resolution im-
ages, obtain the DEM of each plot, and calculate the correlation
length (cl) and root-mean-square height (rmsh). We validated
the UAV-based SSR with the pin-profiler-based SSR to evaluate
whether the UAV-based method was suitable to calculate SSR.
Finally, we analyzed the anisotropy of SSR at different directions
of the farmland surface. This method should be valuable in cal-
culating more reliable and representative SSR for the application
of remote sensing and hydrological model.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Experiments

The study area is located in the farmland area of Changchun
city, Jilin province, Northeast China. The soil type of the experi-
mental area is chernozem, with a soil organic content of 10 g/kg
and soil bulk density of 1.03 g/cm3. The percentages of sand,
clay, and silt are 56, 12, and 32%, respectively. The study area
is a temperate continental climate, and the rainfall is generally
concentrated from June to August (400–800 mm/year) [11]. In
order to study the feasibility of measuring microscale SSR by
UAV photogrammetry, three bare soil surfaces were selected
to carry out validation experiments, and the area of each plot
was about 886 m2. Among them, nontillage cultivation area was
defined as smooth plot, ridge cultivation area was defined as
medium plot, and ploughed farmland was defined as rough plot.

According to the area of each plot and the required spatial
resolution (1.0 cm), set the flight parameters (overlap, flight
altitude, speed, etc.) of the UAV and take digital images with
the high-resolution camera carried by the UAV. In order to verify
and analyze the accuracy of SSR calculated by UAV, measure
the SSR by the pin-profiler method after each UAV flight. The
pin profiler has a length of 1.1 m, with 110 needles and 1.0 cm
interval. Place markers on the boundary of three plots to ensure
the same position sampled by UAV and pin-profiler method (see
Fig. 1). Measure the SSR of the marked position by pin profiler
and digital camera on the ground, and vectorize in ArcGIS
(ESRI, Redlands, California).

B. UAV-Image Acquisition and Processing

This part includes the UAV flight, image preprocessing, and
the calculation of SSR (see Fig. 2). Before the flight, the UAV
flight route and the flight parameters were designed. Add the
images acquired by UAV to image processing software and
generate the DOM and DEM of each flight based on the process.

The UAV photogrammetry was performed on December 13,
2018, with a 12.4 megapixel Sony Exmor R CMOS camera
equipped on DJI Inspire 1 Pro (DJI, Shenzhen, China), and its
FOV was 94°. Before the flight, Altizure (Altizure, Shenzhen,

Fig. 1. Three soil surfaces with different roughness photographed on Decem-
ber 13, 2018. (a), (b), and (c) represent the smooth, medium, and rough plot,
respectively; white rectangle represents the marker; black lines correspond to
the white marker are the measurement location.

Fig. 2. Flowchart of UAV-image acquisition and processing.

China) was used to set the flight route, flight height (10 m), speed
(2 m/s), and overlap (forward: 75% and side: 75%). Based on
the above flight parameters, each flight time was 3 min, and the
ground resolution of the image was 4.4 mm. Obtain 55 images
in each plot and collect 165 images from three plots totally.

Then, the digital images acquired by UAV were processed by
Agisoft Photoscan Profession Edition software (Agisoft LLC,
St. Petersburg, Russia). Add the photos taken by UAV to the
software, and the following processes were carried out in turn,
align photo, build dense point cloud, build mesh grid, and
generate texture (see Fig. 2). When processing the UAV image,
the high-precision option was selected to align the photos; in the
process of building dense point cloud, the high-quality option
was selected; the dense point cloud was used as the data source
to generate mesh; the adaptive orthophoto mapping mode was
selected to generate texture. The generation of the point cloud
is very important to obtain the height of each point and then
calculate SSR. In this study, image features are identified as key
points and, subsequently, matched by a scale-invariant feature
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transform algorithm between corresponding images to retrieve
tie points. With the information of these homologous image
points, the camera poses were calculated as well as the 3-D
coordinates of the corresponding tie points, leading to a point
cloud in an arbitrary coordinate system, via an iterative bundle
adjustment [17], [18]. Finally, the DOM and digital elevation
model (DEM) were the output. In this study, the DOM was used
to identify the same position as the pin profiler measured. And
then, the height value was extracted from DEM. Each plot was
cropped to 40 m2 (5 × 8 m), and the spatial resolution was
resampled to 1.0 cm. The height was measured in the generated
DEM, and then the value was used to calculate the SSR. In
this study, in order to compare with the pin-profiler method and
verify the feasibility of SSR measured by UAV, the UAV image
was resampled.

C. Calculation Method of SSR

Root-mean-square height (rmsh) and correlation length (cl)
Roughness can be defined as a measure of the topographic

relief of a surface [7]. In the field of microwave remote sensing,
SSR was generally characterized by two parameters: root-mean-
square height (rmsh) and correlation length (cl) [6], [8]. The
rmsh and cl describe the SSR from the vertical and horizontal
directions, respectively. Based on the DEM, extract the height
value and then calculate the roughness parameters. The expres-
sion is

rmsh =

√∑N

i=1
(zi2 − z̄2) /(N − 1) (1)

where N is the number of height records, zi is the height corre-
sponding to record i, and z̄ is the mean height of all the records.
The spatial interval Δx between two adjacent sampling points
should be less than 0.1λ (λ is the wavelength of the incident
wave). A smaller Δx value is required for higher frequencies.
The normalized experimental correlation function R(h) for a 1-D
surface profile z(x) is defined as

R (h) =

⎛
⎝N(h)∑

i=1

zizi+h

⎞
⎠/

N∑
i=1

zi
2 (2)

where R(h) is the experimental correlation function, which rep-
resents the correlation between height z of point i (zi) and that of
another point located at a lag distance h from it (zi+h). N(h) is the
number of pairs considered in each lag h. The cl is then defined
arbitrarily as h when R(h)= 1/e. Here, the cl of a surface provides
a reference for estimating the statistical independence of two
points on the surface. If two points are separated by a horizontal
distance greater than cl, then their heights can be considered to
be (approximately) statistically independent of one another. In
the extreme case of a perfectly smooth (specular) surface, every
point on the surface is correlated with every other point with a
correlation coefficient of unity. In this case, cl = � [11], [19].

Methodology for obtaining UAV-based and pin-profiler-based
SSR

Based on the DEM acquired by the UAV image, extract the
height values of the marked position. Furthermore, this study
only analyzed the feasibility and accuracy of the UAV pho-
togrammetry method to obtain rmsh and cl, so fit the slope trend
of the plot based on the height values, and then eliminate the

slope. The average height of each plot was uniformly subtracted
from the height values without changing the surface relative
height change, and the height values distributed around zero
were obtained. In order to ensure the consistency with the
pin-profiler method, extract 330 height values from the DEM
acquired by UAV in the calculation of each roughness parameter.

In the field measurement, there might be periodicity fluc-
tuation or slope on the farmland surface in the real situation.
Therefore, in order to accurately describe the SSR, three groups
of image data must be continuously acquired along the same
direction, and three groups of images should be fused (head
and tail joined) as one result [11]. Based on the above method,
ten groups of images were acquired and every three end-to-end
images were combined as one group. Then, the images acquired
by the pin profiler and digital camera on the ground were
vectorized in ArcGIS, and the vector position in each image
was described. Finally, use the vectorization image to calculate
the SSR.

In order to analyze the anisotropic characteristics of SSR,
extract UAV-based height from different azimuth angles of the
soil surface. In this study, 0° and 180° represent the direction of
the ridge, and 90° represent the direction perpendicular to the
ridge along the ground. The angle between the ridge direction
and observation direction was set to 0–180°, with an interval of
10°. In each direction, extract the height values from DEM and
then the SSR was calculated.

D. Accuracy Evaluation of UAV-Based SSR

In order to quantitatively evaluate the roughness based on
UAV photogrammetry, the correlation coefficient (R), root-
mean-square error (RMSE), and the average deviation (Bias)
were calculated by taking the observation results of the pin-
profiler method as reference data. The expressions are as follows:

R =
1
N

∑N
i=1

(
Mi − M̄

) (
Oi − Ō

)
√

1
N

∑N
i=1

(
Mi − M̄

)2√ 1
N

∑N
i=1

(
Oi − Ō

)2
(3)

RMSE =

√
1

N

∑N

i=1
(Mi −Oi)

2 (4)

Bias =
1

N

∑N

i=1
(Mi −Oi) (5)

whereMi andOi are the UAV-based and pin-profiler-based SSR
(rmsh and cl), respectively. M̄ and Ō represents the average of
Mi and Oi, respectively.

III. RESULTS

A. DEM of Three Plots From UAV Measurement

According to the DEM obtained by UAV photogramme-
try, the normalized heights around zero were obtained [see
Fig. 3(a)–(c)]. The height domain of the smooth plot was the
smallest (−5.5–6.5 cm), and the domain of the medium plot was
in the middle (−8.5–8.5 cm), while the domain of the rough plot
was the largest (−16.0–13.0 cm). The statistical histogram of the
height conforms to the characteristics of normal distribution.
Based on Fig. 3(d)–(f), pixels in the domain of −2.3–2.3 cm,
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Fig. 3. UAV-based DEM results of the three plots and their histogram of the surface height. (a) and (d) for the smooth plot. (b) and (e) for the medium plot.
(c) and (f) for the rough plot.

Fig. 4. Boxplot of UAV-based (a) rmsh and (b) cl of three roughness plots (smooth, medium, and rough).

−3.4–3.4 cm, and−6.8–6.8 cm accounted for 80.0% of the three
plots of smooth, medium, and rough, respectively.

Fig. 4(a) showed that the UAV-based rmsh increased gradually
from smooth plot to medium plot and then to the rough plot on the
ridge direction. Although cl did not show a significant increasing
or decreasing trend, the cl in the smooth plot was larger than
that of the other two plots. Furthermore, in the boxplot of cl, the
smooth plot had the greatest discrete degree, while the other two
plots performed well.

B. Comparison of rmsh and cl Results From UAV and
Pin-Profiler Method

Fig. 5(a) showed that the value of rmsh is distributed near
the 1:1 line, and Fig. 5(c) showed that the average rmsh value
of the three plots is increased from smooth to rough plot.
Furthermore, the fitted line of the rmsh is close to the 1:1 line,
and the standard deviation was small. Table I presented that the
correlation coefficient of average rmsh between the pin profiler

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF UAV-BASED AND PIN-PROFILER-BASED SSR

Mean represents the three rough surfaces calculated comprehensively.

and UAV was 0.99 for all three plots, which indicated that the
UAV-based method had good performance in representing the
rmsh. Fig. 5(b) showed that the distribution of cl was discrete,
and the fitted line based on the mean value was far from the 1:1
line [see Fig. 5(d)]. In order to analyze the performance of the
UAV-based method in each plot, the R, RMSE, and Bias were
calculated (see Table I). The rmsh of the medium plot had the
best correlation among the three plots (R = 0.66), while the
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Fig. 5. Scatter of UAV-based and pin-profiler-based roughness results at three plots. [(a) and (c) represent the rmsh and average rmsh, respectively, (b) and
(d) represent the cl and average cl, respectively; blue circle represents the smooth plot, green circle represents the medium plot, and red circle represents
the rough plot).

other two plots had poor correlation (see Table I). And there
was no significant correlation between the two methods about
cl [see Fig. 5(b)]. Nevertheless, the cl value of the smooth plot
was the largest dynamic domain among the three plots. The cl
of the medium and rough plots showed that the result of UAV
photogrammetry was more stable than that of the pin-profiler
method. The cl of the three plots measured by the pin-profiler
method was very close (smooth: 11.9 cm; medium: 12.3 cm;
rough: 12.9 cm).

The error analysis of cl showed that there was uncertainty in
the UAV photogrammetry method, and the average RMSE was
4.91 cm. In addition, the average Bias of rmsh was very small
(about−0.52 cm), and the average Bias of cl was only−2.11 cm
for all of the three plots (see Table I).

C. Anisotropy of Surface rmsh and cl Derived From
UAV Photogrammetry

In this study, the medium plot was consistent with those of the
dry farmland in Northeast China, and the change of rmsh and cl
at different directions was analyzed, and the results were shown
in Fig. 6.

The rmsh was approaching the minimum at 0° and 180°, that
is, rmsh in the direction of the ridge was the minimum (1.95 cm)
[see Fig. 6(a)]. Moreover, the maximum of the rmsh was in the
direction of 20° and 160°, and the value was 2.72 cm. Therefore,
the maximum rmsh difference on different azimuth angles was
0.77 cm for the medium plot. However, the cl had the opposite

relationship with rmsh, and its value in 10° and 170° was close
to the peak (19.88 cm). Furthermore, the minimum of the cl was
in the direction of 70° and 110°, and the value was 5.53 cm.
Consequently, the maximum difference on different azimuth
angles was 14.35 cm for the medium plot. As the angle between
the sampling direction and ridge direction increased, the rmsh
increased, while the cl decreased.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Application Potential of UAV-Based SSR

As an observation technology between the satellite and
ground, UAV remote sensing has begun to play an important
role in agriculture, forestry, engineering, and other fields. In the
research of SSR, UAV can quickly obtain high-precision and
large-scale roughness parameters based on its advantages of high
spatial resolution, low cost, and good real-time performance.
Meanwhile, UAV could obtain the height information of 3-D
surface, then topography, slope, and the exact profile of surface
geometry can be captured. UAV could measure the SSR of
field scale, while the pin-profiler method could only measure
roughness parameters on the ground surface in one direction per
time [20]. In remote sensing observation, a given surface may
“appear” very rough to an optical wave, but it may “appear”
very smooth to a microwave [21]. Under this background, the
images acquired by UAV could be resampled in accordance
with the research objective so that the SSR or microtopography
on different spatial scales can be measured. Furthermore, SSR
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Fig. 6. Variation of UAV-based (a) rmsh and (b) cl at different directions.

reflects the fluctuation state of aggregates on the soil surface
and also indicates the area of soil in contact with the external
environment (air and sunshine), which is very important for
reflecting the ability of soil surface evaporation.

B. Reliability of UAV-Based SSR

There are some limitations when a UAV acquires the height
change characteristics of the plot, such as positioning accuracy,
altitude, and camera resolution. Due to the difference in posi-
tioning accuracy, resulting from the number of global position
satellites, the accuracy of the DEM may be affected. However,
the measurement accuracy of UAV photogrammetry technology
can still reach subcentimeters level [14], [22]. Although the rmsh
based on UAV and pin-profiler method had a good correlation
(0.99), and the cl between the two methods is poor (−0.60). Pre-
vious studies have shown that the calculation of cl needs a long
sampling length [4], so the accuracy of the pin-profiler method
would be limited. UAV has the advantage of measuring SSR in a
large area and will play an important role in the research of soil
erosion, remote sensing inversion, and hydrological interaction
in the future.

C. Anisotropy of UAV-Based SSR

In optical remote sensing, SSR is related to the bidirectional
reflectance distribution function, which affects the estimation of
reflectance. In microwave remote sensing, with high precision
and large area of SSR acquired by UAV, the multidirectional and
accurate results can be used in soil moisture retrieval. In the field
of radar remote sensing, the effect of SSR on the backscattering
coefficient could not be ignored. Previous studies have shown
that the variation of observation direction and SSR may lead to
the deviation of the backscattering coefficient as high as 20 dB
[21]. Therefore, it is necessary to study the anisotropy of SSR. In
this study, the anisotropy of SSR was analyzed. The difference
of SSR in each direction was obvious (rmsh: 0.77 cm and cl:
14.35 cm), which provided a basis for estimating soil surface
parameters and remote sensing model application [6].

V. CONCLUSION

This article investigated the feasibility and accuracy of SSR
measured by the UAV photogrammetry method by designing
comparative observation of different surface roughness (smooth,
medium, and rough). By comparing the roughness results of
UAV and pin profiler, the following conclusions were obtained.

1) The change of soil surface height measured by UAV was
consistent with the real surface. UAV photogrammetry
method can not only avoid damaging the surface but also
with the ability to measure SSR in a large area.

2) The UAV-based SSR was consistent with the pin-profiler-
based SSR. The correlation of rmsh measured by the two
methods was high, and their correlation of cl was low,
which may be due to the limited sampling length of the
pin profiler.

3) UAV photogrammetry method could quickly acquire SSR
over wide areas, which can be used for anisotropic analy-
sis, and the cost is low.

UAV-based DEM can be employed to estimate SSR in any
azimuth direction and reveal the ridge characteristics of the
soil surface, which can serve for establishing the land surface
parameters retrieval model based on the high spatial resolution
radar data.
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